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Welcome to 
The Sock Shop 
stock room! 
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There has been a new arrival of stock for The Sock Shop. We need 
your help to identify where all the socks can be stored as we have 
plenty of socks out in the shop. 

Below is a stock list of all the new socks that have arrived, using 
the stock room map can you label where the different socks will 
need to go?

Item Stock room location

1 Boy’s School Socks

2 Women’s evening dress socks

3 Men’s Black and grey socks

4 Ladies Green and blue Socks

5 Women’s tan tights

6 Monkey socks

7 Men’s sport Trainer socks

8 Football socks

9 Women’s gey short sock

10 Men’s soft top white sock

11 Women’s soft top mixed sock

12 Till rolls

13 Kitchen roll

14 Tea and coffee

15 Kids’ knee high school socks

16 Girls’ frilly white school sock
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You have been working on the shop floor for a morning shift as a 
general assistant for the sock shop, the following questions have 
been asked to you through the morning. See if you can answer 
them in the boxes provided.

1.  A customer needed a pair of red 
football socks in size 10 but there 
are none left in the shop, what  
area of the store room would  
you look for them?

2.  Your manager has asked for you to 
change the till roll as it has run out, 
where from the stock room would 
you find more till roll?

3.  You are on your break and find 
there is no more kitchen roll, where 
would you find more to fill up?

4.  You have been asked to see if 
there are any more colours in the 
women’s 100 denier tights, where 
would you look in the stock room?

5.  A gentleman has asked for black 
every day work socks with a soft 
top, there appear to me none left in 
the shop, where would you look to 
find more? 

6.  A young lady says she is going to 
a fancy dress party and needs 
elephant socks, you can’t see any 
in the shop but suggest checking 
the stock room before she leaves, 
where would you look?

7.  You have been writing some notes 
for re stocking the shelves but your 
pen runs out, where would you look 
to find another?
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